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1 of 1 review helpful An intimate approach to the topic of consciousness By Odysseus at home Consciousness is one 
of the hot topics today in science Perhaps nobody feels especially affected by the multiverses or by what the dark 
matter or the dark energy are But everyone has an idea has been affected or plain and simple wanted to know what is 
this stuff that speaks all the time inside our heads So in my cas What links conscious experience of pain joy color and 
smell to bioelectrical activity in the brain How can anything physical give rise to nonphysical subjective conscious 
states Christof Koch has devoted much of his career to bridging the seemingly unbridgeable gap between the physics 
of the brain and phenomenal experience This engaging book part scientific overview part memoir part futurist 
speculation describes Koch s search for an empirical explanat With this masterful narrative of his life and science 
Christof Koch has done for neuroscience what James D Watson did for biology in his classic work The Double Helix 
At once engaging informing and enlightening Consciousness should be read by ev 
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